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History

eating ice cream in Qatar
going to Doha The capital

of Qatar.
Mr. Lion thinks Doha is

interesting,



Eating Donuts in Qatar
When  Mr.Lion sees his

dream car
Qatar was founded in 1971!

Thats fun.  Mr.Lion got
more donuts.



Mr.Lion bought his dream
car. Mr. Lion picked it up .

Mr.Lion's Dream car is
really just a toy.

Then he learned about the
founder of Qatar

Akbar Al Baker.



Mr.Lion rented a car.
Mr.Lion is driving in Qatar

Qatar's main religions are
Islam, Hinduism, and

Christianity. 

Religion



Mr.Lion stops at a stop sign.
Mr.Lion accidentaly hits

the sign. Not too bad though.
Just enough to brake his

car. But Mr.lion is ok.



Mr. Lion is dancing in the
streets of Qatar. While

Mr.Lion does that, he learns
about Judism.  The Judisms

holy book is the Torah. He is
holding cheesecake. 



Mr.Lion got a cone from
the streets and put it on

his head. The Holy book
for christians is the Bible.



Mr.Lion is in a plane.
Mr.lion is learning about

the culture of islam.
Mr.lion learns that the
holy book for Islams is

the Quran.



Mr.Lion learns about
Ramadan. Ramadan is

important to Islams.
Ramadan is about where
the people in the Islamic
religion. In Ramadon, you

don't eat or drink from
sunrise to sunset.



Culture

 Mr.Lion starts flying in a
helecopter. Mr.Lion knows
that The one known qatar

food is Machboos.



Mr.Lion is Happy.  He learns
men in Qatar wear A long

white shirt and loose
pants and a long

headdress.



Mr.Lion learns that Soccer
is the most popular sport in

Qatar. He is happy



Mr.Lion found his dream
guitar. He is happy in Qatar.
As this story now ends, and

story is beginning for
mr.Lion and his guitar.
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